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ABSTRACT

The Social Transmission of Attractiveness Stereotypes:
An Investigation of Parental Expectations

of Children's Behavior
by

Marianne White Hicken, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1982
Major Professor: Dr. Gerald R. Adams
Department: Family and Hurran Devel0J:m2l1t
Eighty-six children fran the Utah State University Child Development Latoratories and Hillcrest Elerrentary School and their parents
participated in the study.
The study focused on the use of attractiveness stereotyping used
by children across four age groups. The study also analyzed the social

transmission of attractiveness stereotypes fran parents to their
children.
The study included two parts: 1) a play-preference measure, and
2) a social attribJtion measure. The stimlli were sketches of t:vJelve
children , six toys and six girls . The sketches of children included
attractive, unattractive, mesarorphic , endarorphic, handicapped and nonhandicapped children. In the study we fOlUld that parents and children
use attractiveness stereotypes. Further, parents and children utilized
a beauty-is-good assumption when evaluating

the children's personalities

and social tendencies fran the sketches. Finally, we fOlUld that parents
in this study expected their children to use a similar physical attractiveness hypothesis in their SOCial judgnent .
(56 pages)

CHAPI'ER I

INTRODUCI'ION

The :imp:lrtance of physical attractiveness to secial preference
behavior is in part explained by the beauty- is-good hypothesis (Dion,
Berscheid,

&

Walster 1972).

Research has shown that appearance factors

are rrechanisms determining differential expectations of other's personality and behavioral characteristics (Adams 1977, Adams

&

Crosswan

1978) , rut little is known al::out secialization precesses asseciated
with the develofm2Ilt of the physical attractiveness stereotype. Secial
impression research suggests that new or unfamiliar people are likely
to be judged by a physical attractiveness stereotype which is used by
yeung children , adolescents, and adults (Adams 1977) .

Research further

indicates that parents utilize a beauty-is-good assumption when evaluating unfamiliar children's personalities and secial tendencies
&

(Ad~ns

LaVoie 1975) . Parents have also been shown to expect their own

children to use a similar physical attractiveness hypothesis in their
secial judgrrents (Adams

&

Crane 1980).

Therefore, the major problem

of this investigation is to engage in further research directed at the
study of the use of physical attractiveness by children and parental
contrirution to such use.
Purpose of the Study
The first pUl'pose of -tl1estudy is to investigate age differences in
the use of an attractiveness stereotype across four age groups. More

2

specifically the study will investigate the physical attractiveness
stereotype in the media presentation of children's fiction through
sketches of various characters.

The second purpose is to investigate

the process of social transmiss ion of attractiveness stereotypes fran
parents to their children.
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CHAPI'ERII
REVIEW OF 'IRE LlTERA'IURE

Facial Attractiveness, Body-Type and Disability

Facial Attractiveness
The sccial world we live in is clear l y "teauty consci ous ." Tel evision, radio, rragazines, and newspapers highlight the inportance of
good looks in our sccial lives. But this phenarenon is not new, history
and literature seem to overflow with the irTpact teauty p lays on indivi duals . Ancient Greek literature is filled with teautiful people
such as APhrodite, the goddess of love and beauty , and the powerful
Zeus , the handsare and confident King of the Greek Gods.
It seems we recognize each other , through examination, as te ing
pleasing or d i spleasing to the eye .

Experimental evidence suggests

that at the early age of faur rronths, infants can express their pleasure
or displeasure for visually appealing or displeasing f~ (Kagan ,
Henker , Hen-Tov , Levine,

&

Lewis 1966) .

Further, a study by Cross and

Cross (197 1) having seven, twelve , and seventeen year olds rate pictures
which had pr evious l y teen judged for degree of facial attractiveness by
a college student sample.

All four groups were found to give approxi-

rrately the same ratings for the pictures , suggesting that at age seven
children are using an adult standard of teauty .
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Investigations by Dion (1972) and Adams and Crane (1980) had
suggested that children as early as three years of age have internalized
the cultural standards of l:eauty. Thus, ability to judge aesthetic
pleasing facial form errerges early in life.

But facial attractiveness

not only manifests effects on differential perceptions , it also "regulates" and "radiates" social perceptions .
In terms of regulation we find that physicall y attractive men and
~

are generally assumed by others to possess !!Ore socially desirable

personality traits and are expected to lead l:etter personal lives than
their lesser attractive counterparts (Dion et al, 1972).
In terms of radiation, not only are attractive people perceived in
!!Ore favorable terms, they are also seen as !!Ore socially desirable
than unattractive persons.

Several studies shaN that l:eing asSOCiated

with an attractive person can have elevating effects on a person's social
desirabi lity (Bar-Tal

&

Saxe

1974, Sigall

&

Landy 1973). Further,

Goffman found that l:eing associated with an attractive person can l:e
credible , and that l:eing seen with a stigmatized person can make a
person discredible (1963).
We find the importance of asSOC i ation with l:eautiful peopl e important over several age levels.

In choosing peers for p l ay pr eference,

children are influenced by the degree of attractiveness of their peers .
Attractive children and adolescents are generally perceived as more
likeable and desirable as a friend or playmate (Adams

&

Crane 1980; Dion

1975; Horai, Naccari & Fatoullah 1974; Langlois & Stephan 1977).
Not only are attractive children preferred they are also thought to

5

have desirable traits.
aged persons (Adams

&

This hypothesis also holds true for middleHuston 1975) .

Body-Type
Kretschmer's (1925) publication of his text Physique and Character
started wider recognition of the importance of physical appearance. His
study identified three basic body types which were thought to be related
to personality and social behavior.

Kretschmer focused on the (a) pytnic

or fat person, (b) the athletic or lTUlscular person, and (c) the asthenic
or skinny person.
Sheldon (1940), in his book The Varieties of Human Physique, identified three parallel body types l:ut the labels were different. They
were (a) endOIlDrphic or fat person , (b) mesOIlDrphic or lTUlscular person,
and (c) ectorrorph or thin person.

Both r esearchers attenpted to iden-

tify personality profiles associated with the differing body types.
Although seminal in nature , it was not until the middle 1960's tl!at
research on body types became a credible and accepted research thrust.
For example, a c l assic study by Robert Staffieri (1967) examined
children's expectations of the aSSOCiation between body image and personality characteristics. Children were g i ven pictures of extrerre
endorrorphic, mesOIlDrphic, and ectOIlDrphic children and they were asked
to describe personality traits of each picture. All traits associated
with the mesOIlDrphic picture were favorable . The characteristics associated with the endOIlDrphic body type were unfavorable. Most of the
traits associated with the ectorrcrph body type were unfavorable with a
general image of passivity .

This study , arrong others has illustrated

6
that physical shape generates d ifferential social impressions of a
sterectypic nature.
Disability
The social environment and interpersonal interaction experienced by
physically disabled persons is in many ways the opposite of that experienced by attractive pecple.

When nonnal individuals interact with the

handicapped, they are inclined to experience heightened errotional tension, to report being uncanfortable, to stare at the disability, and to
place greater social distance between themselves and the handicapped
person (Kleck 1969; Kleck, Ono
&

Chanowitz 1976).

&

Hastorf 1966; Langer , Riske, Taylor

Not always is the interpersonal interaction opposite

of that experienced by attractive pecple. For example, Goffman (1963)
found that the relationship between body attributes and individual
character is mediated through a social interaction process .
Prior to the publication of Goffman ' s philosophy , there was little
recognition of the stigma related to physical handicaps.

I t was gener-

ally accepted that a person's physical characteristics might have a
biasing affect upon others reactions. One study of handicap form on
social impressions (Richardson, Goodman , Hastorf

&

Dornbusch 1961) showed

that fran drawings, the best liked to least liked was a child with crutches
and a brace , a child in a wheelchair, and a child with a hand missing , a
facially disfigured child and lastly , an obese child. This study was conducted in three gecgraphic regions of the U. S. with similar fjndings.
The authors conclude: "The data indicate that increased liking is
shown for the child whose disability is ITlOre distant fran his face . "
(p. 246) . The study shows the reader that the facially disfigured and obese
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children

~e

least liked.

Therefcxe, facial characteristics and body

characteristics are given a lower preference than more commonly considered handicaps. We find that not only is the handicapped person's
physical form a tasis of judgnEnt, rut also the social interaction is
judged. For exarrple, handicapped persons are unlikely to receive shared
approval for appropriate behavicx (McGarry & West 1975).
Further, it has been shown that not only are interactions strained,
rut there is a tendency to avoid the handicapped altogether.

Snyder,

Kleck, Strenta, and Mentze (1979) suggest that only when an individual's
motivation is shown in ambiguous circumstances will the obviOUS avoidance
pattern errerge.
Richardson (1976) purposes that an aVOidance pattern may errerge
because when we encounter sareone whose appearance isn't what we expect
we experience emotional arousal, fear and anxiety.

During early

socialization experiences we internalize expecations about our SOCial
envirorunent and when we are confronted by persons who exceed our internalized normal expectations, we react because of the violation of normal
social expectations.
SOCial Transmission
One might ask how the physical attractiveness stereotype is passed
from one generation to the next.

Stephan Richardson suggests that peers

may act as an :il!lportant carponent for passing the physical attractiveness related stereotypes associated with physical handicaps and
desirability. Adams and Crane (1980) suggest that the facial attractiveness stereotype may stern from the socialization practice of significant

8

others, rrothers, fathers, and teachers.

The beauty-is-good hyp:!!Jthesis

is internalized by parents and teachers and it is transmitted to their
children and pupils. Peers are also thought to reinforce this hypothesis
(Adams

1975).

conceptual Fr art'eVoQrk
Adams (1977) makes four thecretical cormections between attractiveness and (a) social sterectyping, (b) social exchange, (c) internalized
personality patterns, and (d) social behavior.

He explains that social

interaction and its relation to developrent rrust include the recognition
of both adults and children as influential agents affecting each other.
In particular, Adams has noted the potent.ial role schooling and family
experiences may have on physical sterectype related behavior.
Schools:

teachers and peers.

In this culture we are in the class-

rocm for a significant period of our life. Teachers have been sh= to
wild expectations about a child's perfCJrm3l1ce through the child's
degree of facial attractiveness. Generally, the findings indicate that
teachers rate attractive children rrore favcrably (Adams & Cohen 1976a, b;
Kehle,Brarnble& MasOn 1974; Clifford 1975; Clifford & Walster 1973). Thus,
attractive children have been sh= to hold rrore positive images in the
eyes of their teachers.
Several investigations suggest children's perceptions of each other
are influenced by physical attractiveness. For example, Both Dion (19 72)
and Dian and Berscheid (1974) have sh= that peer preference i s related
with the physically attractiveness social sterectype , with attractive
children better liked than unattractive children.

9

Family.

To sane it may be surprising to know that the use of a

physical attractiveness stereotype may also extend into family functions.
For example, Adams and LaVoie (1975) have shown in the family setting,
parents expected attractive children, in canparison to unattractive
ones, to be rrore pcpular, rrore likely to be selected to a class representative at school, and assumed to have tetter personal attitudes. Also ,

Dion (1972) has found that when adult females heard about a child's
transgression of a rule they were rrore likely to respond with the belief
that the attractive children were only have an "off" day while the unattractive children were seen as pcssessing an antisocial dispcsition.
Overall Social Exchange Function
Attractive persons appear to be treated very differently in
SOCial istuations. There is sane evidence to suggest that attractive
people are rrore open to self-disclosure than unattractive individuals
(Cash

&

Soloway 1975).

Since self-disclosure is asSOCiated with liking,

friendship fonnation, and the developrent of intimacy with another,
this l:ehavior is likely to create rrore pcsitive social reactions from
others for the attractive individual.
When looking at l:ody-type attractiveness we find that endcm:Jrphic
children have rrore social space kept between themselves and their peers.
Lerner and associates have shown that proxemic behavior (an important
form of nonverbal social behavior) is affected by stereotypes toward
physique types (Lerner

&

Korn 1972; Lerner, Venning

When investigating the

&

Knapp 1975).

area of handicaps one finds that nonnal

individuals interact with the handicapped with heightened tension, and
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report being uncomfortable as well as placing greater secial distance
between themselves and the handicapped person (Kleck 1966; Kleck 1969;
Kleck et al. 1966;

Langer e tal. 1976 ) .

Further there is a

tendency to avoid the handicapped altogether
Strenta

&

(Snyder, KlecK,

Mentze 1919).

In Sllllll'OI"y, it is apparent that physical attractiveness plays an
impact on individual's developrent . But little work has been done on the
secial transmission of attractiveness stereotypes.

Adams and Crane (1980)

studied the transmission of stereotypes of facially attractive and unattractive unfamiliar children showing the parents of preschool children
hold a physical attractiveness stereotype which nay be internalized by
children through subtle reinforcement or self-fulfilling prophecy
effects . Thus, further secial transmission research directed at parental
expectations is needed.
Assumptions
It is assumed that parents use the beauty-is-good philosophy when
!laking preferences l:etween sketches of unfamiliar children.

It is

further assumed that the secial preference and stereotypic expectations
have been transmitted by the parents to their children and that this
phenomenon is a secially conditioned precess. Further, it is assumed
that attractiveness related expectations in the form of facial
attractiveness , body type and handicapped exist.

Hypotheses
First, it is hypothesized that adults would expect their own
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children to use a physical attractiveness stereotype in their secial
evaluations of children.

I t is hypcthesized that children, like

adults, would rrake their secial evaluations of others based on facial
and l:x:ldy shape attractiveness stereotypes.

It is further hypcthesized

that due to increased sec ialization exper iences, older children, when
c~ed

with younger children, will manifest a stronger asseciation

with their parents use of secial stereotypes in attrib..ltion settings.
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CHAPI'ER III

ME'lliOD

Play Preference and Sccial AttriJ:ution

~
Preschoolers from the Utah State University Child Developrrent Labs,
first, third, and fifth-graders fran Hillcrest Elementary School and
their parents were contacted in person and by phone and invited to
participate in the study (see Consent Form, Appendix A).

The sample

was made up of volunteers which included 31 preschool children , 27 first
graders, and 28 third and fifth graders (total N = 86) .
Stimuli Construction
The target stimuli were sketches of attractive and unattractive,
mesomorphic and endorrorphic, handicapped and normal children , for a
total of six contrasting pictures of beys and six contrasting pictures
of girls .

The sketches shCM the children with smiling faces and casual

attire which includes the whole tody

(see Stimuli, Appendix B).

The

attractive and unattractive sketches were pretested for effectiveness
and reliability by 14 adults using a 7-point attractiveness scale, and
they were sh= to elicit physical attractiveness stereotype responses.
Further, a pilot study was conducted to test the target stimuli for
reliability by 20 preschool children (1 0 boys and 10 girls) .

The child-

ren were able to identify the attractive , unattractive, handicapped, and
endomorphic children with 1 00 percent accuracy.
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Social Choice Measure
The sketches or stimuli were p l aced in contrasting pairs in front
of the child for a total of six pairs.

Each child was instructed to

pick one child fran each pair to p lay with and they were told that
"each child had indicated they would like to play with yoo" (the child) .

On each of the comparison trials the child was reminded that both individuals had shown an interest in p laying with the child.
Social Attribution Measure
The second measure consisted of a social attribution task in whi ch
the children were shown the same six pictures and asked which individual
is "the smart girl" specifically using the contrasting pair of attractive
and unattractive children.

Which is "the good g irl" using the contrast-

ing pair of mesanorphic and endanorphic children.

Finally, which is

"the mean gir l" using the contrasting pair of handicapped and nonhandicapped children.
Parents ' Measures
The parents were asked to canplet e both of the measures their
children canpleted .

The adults were asked to indicate "How would you

expect your child to respond to the following tasks?"

The tasks were

presented in the same manner to the parents.
Data Collection
Three undergraduate students trained in the program assisted with
the data collection.

They were trained in pilot M:lrk and were given a

standard protocol sheet to follow. (see Appendix C) .
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Definitions
Facial attractiveness is characterized by the sketch of the boy and
girl with small features and oval face with a normal I:xxl.y size.
Facial W1attractiveness is characterized by the sketch of the boy and
girl with large features especially the nose and lower lip with heavy
eyebrows and blocky face rut with normal I:xxl.y size.
HandicapPedness is characterized by the sketches of the boy and girl
wit.1-t a single arnputy of the arm above the elbow.
Obesity is characterized by the sketches of the boy and girl with
normal features rut large, overweight, and rulky I:xxl.y frarres.
Sccial preference is the desire of the children being tested to play
with the W1familiar children as seen by the sketches .

The child being

tested is t old that both children v.ould like to play with him/her llsing
the twelve contrasting pictures and the children choose the child they
v.ould prefer in the three areas:
ability.

attractiveness, I:xxl.y size, and dis-

The question is also asked of the parents with the exception

that they are to choose the sketch which would be llOst desirable to their
children.

I t is asswned that parents use the beauty-is-good philosophy

when waking preferences between sketches of W1familiar children .
SOCial attrirutions are characteristics described by words such as
smart , good, mean, and the child will associate the various words with
the sketches of children.
Internalization is the process of the parents teaching their children
the attractiveness stereotype through reinforcerrent and rrodeling.
child in return will develop the same stereotype as the parents .

The

15

Stereotype is the perceived attitudes and characteristics of the
sketches of children developed in the minds of the children and their
parents.
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CHAPTER

tv

RESULTS

This investigation examined several basic hypotheses.

First, it was

hypothesized that preschool and school- age children would use a physical
attractiveness sterectype in their social choice and attrirution l:ehavior.

Second, it was hypothesized that mothers and fathers would like-

wise expect their children to use such a stereotype pattern in their
l:ehavior.

Third, it was hypothesized that older children , when contrasted

with their younger peers, would manifest a stronger use of the sterectype
in their SOCial choice and attrirution behavior.

Finally, it was hypothe-

sized that parental expectations of the use of the sterectype would l:e
co=elated with actual sterectyping by children. This sterectyping effect
was rreasured across facial, l:ody and handicap sterectype dirrensions.
Children's and Parent ' s Use of Sterectyping Patterns
A sUlTll'ary of the adult and children' s responses on the SOCial choice
play preference rreasures is provided in Tables 1, 2 , and 3.

Facial

attractiveness stereotyping was observed to l:e a s i gnificant factor in
play pr eference across all ages of children for the total sample.

Body

attractiveness sterectyping was observed to l:e Significant for first
grade children only.

A handi cap stereotype was significant for pre-

school and first grade children, rut not older children , sampled in the
study.

Mothers and fathers shCMed a consistent significant expectation

Table 1
Children's Responses and Mothers ' and Fathers' Expectations
On The Soci a l Choice Play Preference Measures

ATIWCI'IVE morCE
Face

PRESCHOOL
OiIIDRfll
Total
Children:

N

Mescrrorphic

,

26

84

20

.5

I'bthers:

30

97

27

87

Fathers:

30

97

29

9.

12

75

10

.)

r-vtherSI

15

9.

1)

Fathers :

15

94

15

14

Boys:

..
81

X2 VAIJJES

ll'U\'ITRPCTIVE OfOICE

Noohaod1cap

"

.8

"

.8

"

.8

11

.9

11

6.

11

6.

~
N

•

5

,.

•

25

EndaoorJillc

11

Handicap

f2

BcXly-type

Handicap

)5

10

32

14.22*

2.61

3.9*

1)

10

32

27.12*

17.06*

3.9*

10

32

27 .1 2 ·

. 23.5*

J.9*

)8

5

)1

4.00'"

1.00

2.25

1.

5

)1

12.25*

6.25*

2 .25

5

)1

12.25*

12.25*

2.25
1.66

93

10

67

10

67

5

))

11. 26*

1.66

t-bthers:

15 100

14

.)

10

67

5

))

15.00*

11 . 26*

1.66

Fathers:

15 100

14

.)

10

67

5

))

15. 00·

11 . 26'*

1.66

Girls:

))

· Sign lI icant at .05 level

;::;-

Table 2

Children I S Responses and Mothers I and Fathers I Expectations
On The Social Choice Play Preference MeaSLlres

ATI'RPCI'IVE OIOICE
Face

MesarorJ?h1c

•

FIRST GRADE
'fllIIDREll

Total
Children:

~

25

93

20

22

27 100

"

69

20

7.

21

76

11

73

14

93

10

67

27

13

87

13

83

12

60

13

15 100

10

.7

11

73

92

11

,2

10

83

foDthers:

12 100

11

92

10

63

Fathers:

12 100

10

83

10

63

22

81

Mothers:

25

93

Fathers :
Boys:
MOthers;

Fathers:
Girls :

11

x2

rnATI'RJlCI'IVE OIOICE

Noohandicap

"

En<'loI<rphic

19

81

11

Handicap

Face

VAllJES
~

2.

10.7·

19.58-

19

19.58·

16.34-

Handicap

6.2610.7-

8.34-

22

27.00·

6.26·

33

3.26

11.26-

1.66

13

20

8.06·

8.06·

5.4·

33

27

15.00·

1.66

3.26

17

8.34-

8.34*

5.34·

17

12. 00·

8.34·

5.34-

17

12.00·

5.34·

5.34-

2.

17

·Significant at the .05 level

0;

Table 3
Children's Responses and Mothers' and Fathers' Expectations
un The Social Choice Play Preference Measures

FIFni GRADE

~

Mesarorphic

xl VAUJES

rnATrRrCI'IVE OPlCE

ATI'fOCTlVE rnolCE
nURD lIND

Noohandicap

Face

Endaooq!lic

Handicap

20

71

"

68

15

54

Mothers:

27

96

24

86

18

64

Fathers:

27

96

25

17

61

89

Body-type

Harrl1cap

•

QUIDREN

Total
Children:

Face

2.

,.

13

46

5.14-

3.56

. 14

10

36

24.14*

14.28-

2.28

11

39

24.14·

17 . 28·

1.28

63

2 . 00

0.5

0.5

38

8.00·

8.00·

0.5

38

8 . 5-

8.00·

0.5

30

40

3.2

3.2

0.8

32

11

25

38

63

38

100

8

100

63

88

8

100

63

13

14

70

14

70

12

60

30

Mother.<;I:

19

95

16

80

13

65

20

35

16.2·

7.2"

1.8

Fathers:

19

95

17

85

12

60

15

40

16 .2·

9.S·

0.8

75

Boys:
Mothers:

8

Fathers:

Girls:

. Significant at the . 05 l evel

~
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for their children's use of facial and l:o:1y-type stereotyping pattern
across all three age groups.

HCMever, expectations for handicap stereo-

typing tehavior was observed for presch=l and first grade rut not
third-fifth grade children.
The patterns of behavior for the total sample vary sorrewhat according
to the sex of the child.

A closer examination of Tables 1, 2, and 3 re-

veal that toys stereotyping behavior was limited to face and l:o:1y dirrensions only.

With facial attractiveness primiarily influencing preschool

age toys, and l:o:1y-type attractiveness influencing first-grade toys, only.
The general pattern was for parents to expect stereotyping behavior for
facial and l:o:1y-type dimensions across all ages (with one exception for
l:o:1y-type ratings for first grade fathers).

For girls, facial attrac-

tiveness influenced play preference behavior for preschool and first
grade subjects.

Further, first grade, rut neither younger or older

gir Is, were also likely to use a l:o:1y-type and handicap stereotype
behavioral choice on the play preference rreasure.

It is interesting to

note that rrothers and fathers expected stereotyping behavior for facial
and l:o:1y-type attractivenss across all three age groups, while first
grade parents also expected stereotyping behavior for handicap dirrensions.

These resu lts indicate, overall, that children use, and parents

expect their children to use physical attractiveness stereotyping in
social play preference behavior; however, these findings are rrediated
by sex and age of the children in our sample.
To further illustrate the age relation and sex d ifferences in the
use of attractiveness stereotype in play preference tehavior, Table 4
was prepared to highlight the percentage of children using the
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Table 4
Use of Social Choice Stereot~s With Children
~

Bcx:lJ:::-TvPe

Nonhandicap

N

%

N

%

N

%

Total
Children:

26

82

20

65

21

68

Boys:

12

75

10

62

11

69

Girls :

14

93

10

67

10

67

Total
Children:

22

81

25

93

20

74

Boys:

11

73

14

93

10

67

Girls:

11

92

11

92

10

83

20

71

19

68

15

54

Boys :

6

75

5

63

3

38

Girls:

14

70

14

70

12

60

Presch=l Children:

First Grade
Children:

Third and Fifth
Grade Children:
Total
Children :
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stereotype in each of the three dimensions.

This table illustrates

that facial and body-type stereotyping , while rrore subtle in context,
are in reality rrore prevalent than handicap stereotyping.

And that

overall, first-graders appear rrore likely than their yOilllger and older
peers to use such stereotyping mechanisms in their play preference
chOices.
Beyond social choice, in any interactional contexts , lies the
process of social attribution.

That is, physical attractiveness cannot

only create a stereotyping process which limits

or enhances one's

possibility of being chosen in interactional preference contexts, it can
also influence one's perception of underlying human nature or intent.
To assess this possibility each of the three physical appearance dimensions were used on three carrronly knCMn and used adjectives by young
children.

Only one adjective was used per physical appearance dineilsion.

All, however, have been shown in previous research to be associated with
physical attractiveness stereotyping.
J:ution task are surrmarized in Table 5.

The results of this SOCial attriThe attribution of "smart" to

facial attractiveness was observed to be influential for first grade and
third- fifth grade children only .
function at chance level only.

Preschool children were observed to
AttriJ:ution of "good" to body-type were

strongest for preschool and first grade children but approached chance
for third and fifth grade boys and girls.

The a ttriJ:ution of "J1Eanness"

to handicapped stimuli was slightly above chance for preschool children,
with below chance attributions for first and third-fifth grade children .
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Table 5
Use of Attribution Stereotypes With Children
Mean

Swart

Good

N

N

%

N

%

Presch=l Children:
Total
Children:

16

52

25

81

20

65

Boys:

8

50

14

88

10

63

Girls:

8

53

11

73

10

67

Total
Children:

22

81

26

96

Boys:

12

80

14

93

3

20

Girls:

10

83

12 100

6

50

20

71

15

54

5

18

75

4

50

0

0

70

11

55

5

25

First Grade
Children:
33

Third and Fifth
Grade Children:
Total
Children:
Boys:
Girls:

14
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Adults' Expectations and Children's
Responses
To assess the degree to which parental expectations are

c~related

with children's actual use of physical stereotype responses, phi coeff icients were cOllplted between rrothers, fathers, and their child's
responses to the social choice and attriJ::ution tasks.

Further a x 2

test of significance for spuriousness was COllplted for each r
(Edwards, 1967).

The

c~relations

¢

value

and their reported level of signifi-

cance collapsed across age of child are reported in Tables 6 and 7.
Fathers' expectations of the use of the stereotype in social chOice
were significantly related to the girls use of the stereotype on the
facial d:i.rrension.

Further, fathers ' expectations of the use of the

stereotype were significantly related to the total sarrple of children
a'ld toys use of the stereotype in a social choice task on the handicap
dinension .
A different pattern emerges in the relationship of rrothers' expectat ions and childrens' use of stereotypes.

Mothers' expectations of

the use of the tody-type stereotype were Significantly related to toth
the total sample of children's responses and the girls responses on
tody-type for social chOice behavior.

Further, rrothers' expectations

of the use of the stereotype were significantly related to roth the
total sarrple of children's and the toys' use of the stereotype of
"gocx:1ness" on the social attriJ:uti on rreasure .

We can see significant

correlations of roth rrothers ' and fathers' on the social play preference
measure, rut only significant correlations of rrothers' expectations on
the social attriJ:ution measures .
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Table 6
Correlations Between Adults' Expectations and Their
Children's Response to SOCial Choice
SOCial Choice for
Children

Father
~

Mother
~

.17

.17

-.15

.25

Face:
Total Children
Boys
Girls

.38*

-.06

Body-type:
Total Children

-.01

. 25*

BOys

-.19

.10

Girls

.13

.39*

Total Children

.32*

.19

Boys

.42*

.21

Girls

.06

.18

Handicap:

*Significant at the .05 level
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Table 7
Correlations Between Adults' Expectations and Their
Children's Response to Social Attributions
Father

Mother

"""'i?""¢

"""'i?""¢

Total Children

.04

-.19

BOys

.23

-.30

-.04

-.20

Social Attributions
for Children
Smart:

Girls
Good:

Total Children
BOys
Girls

-.05

.23*

.18

.41*

-.23

-.04

-. 02

.07

.08

.15

Mean:
Total Children
Boys
Girls

-.002

-.09

*Significant at the .05 level
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Further analysis for each age level are reported in Tables 8 and
9.

Mothers' expectations of the use of the stereotype l'.12re significantly

related on the social choice task to (a) first grade children's use of
the stereotype on the facial dimension, (b) body-type responses on the
preschool age children's use of the stereotype, and (c) third-f ifth
graders use of the stereotype in the handicap condition.

Fathers' ex-

pectations failed to predict their children's use of the stereotype
with one exception.

For first grade boys, fathers' expecations pre-

dicted the use of a handicap stereot ype response.

A sOITEWhat different

pattern on the relationship between expectations and children's use of
the stereotype are observed on the SOCial attrirution rreasure.

Mothers'

expectations , rut not fathers', l'.12re predictive of the children's use
of the stereotype.

However, only some are in the expected direction.

For the total preschool sarrq;>le, m::Jthers ' expectations l'.12re negatively
correl ated with preschoolers attrirution of "smart".

For boys, a

similar negative correlation is observed between m::Jthers' expectations
and boys' actual use of stereotyping responses for both "smart" and
"good" .

At the first grade level, rrothers ' expectations predicted a

positive relation with toys perceptions of "rreanness " for handicapped
youths .

Fathers' expectations predi cted preschool girl s ' expectations

of "goodness" only.

Thus, m::Jthers ' expectations were not only the

strongest predictor of social play preference behavior rut also social
attribution responses in this study.

Table 8
Correlations Between Adults' Expectations and Their Children's
Resp::mses

to

Sccial Choice Over Age Levels

Total
SCCIAL mOlCE

~ First
r ¢

r ¢

~

Third/Fifth
r

¢

~
r ¢

Q!f..!!

!!!!!
r ¢

Third/Fifth
r ¢

~
r ¢

~

r ¢

Third/Fifth
r ¢

Face:
~thers:

-.08

Fathers:

-.08

. 59 -

- .12

-. 15

. 16

- .15

.55-

-.14
- . 22

.3'

BOO.y-typE! :

l-t>thers :

-.1

.32

-.18

-.12

.2'

Mothers:

.11

-.009

.34·

.13

Fathers:

.26

.2'

.33

.23

Fathers:

.35*

.003
-.2

- . 10

-.22

-.09

.48-

-.16

-.09

.33

.6

.1

-.13

.23

.6

.2'

.2

.25

- .13

Handicap:

.53·

*Significant at the .05 level

~

Table 9
Correlations Between Adults' Expectati ons and Their Children's
Response to Social AttriWtion Over Age Levels

Prescrool
r

~

~

~

~
SOCIAL
ATl'RIBl]I'IGl

~
r ~

Third/Fifth
r

~

Presch:ol

!.!!!!

Third/Fifth

r ¢

r ¢

r ¢

- . 20

- . 22

PreschOol

First

Third/Fifth

r

~

r ¢

r ¢

-.25

-.n

-.20

-.37

-.13

.3'

Smart:
z.t>thers:
Fathers:

.37*
-.10

-.17

-.21

- .48*

-. 09

- .33

. 26

.23

-.43·

.017

-.10

.04

Good,
Mothers:

-.OJ

.28

Fathers:

-.26

-.13

.33

.5

- .36

-.19

.5

-.49*

.10
- .21

: .~an:

fJOt.hers:

-.08

. 27

.01 8

Fathers:

- .1 4

-.24

.018

.53·

-.21

-.30

- .29

.06'
- .19

-.015

*Sign1f1cant at the .05 level

,,,
U)
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DISCUSSION
In that this study is a continuation of an earlier study by Adams

and Crane (1980), it is necessary to review the basic conclusions of
that investigation.

Based on a research strategy similar to that used

in the present study, it was concluded that the najor socialization
agents (parents, teachers) of preschool children hold a physical attractiveness stereotype which could I::e internalized by children through
reinforcerrent or self-fulfilling prophecy effects.

The article further

argues that long-range developrental consequences nay errerge fran the
stereotype effect.
The present study which attempts to analyze the early socialization
process and the development of the physical attractiveness stereotype
and behaviors associated with the stereotype partially supports such a
conclusion.

However, the conclusion drawn by Adams and Crane (1980)

is clearly trediated by age of child and the type of stereotype under
scrutiny .

According to the data presented in Tables 1- 4, children use

a f acial attractiveness stereotype in play preference.

However, body

attractiveness stereotyping was observed to I::e ITOst praninently used
by first grade children.

Further, overall, first graders are ITOre

likely than younger or older peers to use stereotyping rrechanisms in
play preference choices.

A handicap stereotype was significant for

preschool , and first grade children , rut not older children .

3t
Both rrothers and fathers shCMed significant expectations for their
children's use of facial and l::ody- type stereotyping across the age
groups.

Expectations for handicap stereotyping was observed for pre-

school and first grade children rut not third-fifth graders.

We should

note that fathers of first grade children did not expect them to use
I:ody-type stereotyping patterns.

Using phi coefficients, which analyze

children's use and parents' eXF€ctations of stereotypic responses , we
find that rrothers' expectations of the use of the stereotype were
significantly related to first graders' use of the stereotype on the
facial dirrension as well as I:ody-type on the preschoolers and thirdfifth graders use of the stereotype in the handicap dirrension.
Fathers' expectations predicted the use of a handicap stereotype only.
Looking at the process of social attril:ution, which can be limited
or enhanced by interactional preference , we find that only rrothers'
eJq:ectations indicated Significant correlations on the attril:ution
rreasures. For exampl e, rrothers

expected their sons to use the stereo-

type of "goodness " for ITescmJrphic children. Further, rrothers' expectations of the use of the "goodness" rreasure was significant when looking
at the total group of children.

These results indicate overall, that

children use and parents exr:ect their children to use physical attractiveness stereotyping in social play preference and attril:ution behaviors.

Further rrothers' expectations were strongest predictors of

social play preference behavior and social attril:ution rreasures.
In the present study we find the parents and the children using
atractiveness stereotyping.

Here again, we find support for the re-

search which has shown that appearance factors are rrechanisms for
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determining differential expectations of others personality and
vioral characteristic s (Adams 1977; Adams

&

Crossman 1978).

tJeJ;.a-

The parents

utilized a beauty-is-good a s sumption when evaluating the children's
personalities and social tendencies fram the sketches as was discussed
by Adams and LaVoie (1975) .

Finally, parents in this study expected

their children to use a similar physical attractiveness hypothesis in
their social judgment as Adams and Crane suggested (1980) .
Conclusions and Implications
As indicated above, oothers' expectations were the strongest pre-

dictors of social play preference and social attribution behaviors.
Perhaps, oothers transmit oore stereotypic behaviors to their children
than fathers because traditionally, oothers tend to spend oore tine

with their children than fathers.

Also oothers nay tend to place oore

importance on attractiveness than fathers. During dating situations three
consecutive studies produced eivdence for the importance of attractiveness in dating preferences (Berscheid, Dion, Walster
Huston 1973; Walster,Aronson, Abrahams

&

&

Walster 1971;

Rottmann 1966).

Since oothers

want their children to marry and rais e families they nay stress the
importance of looking good t o attract an appropriate nate. We further
find that waren believe they can tuy status with their looks; for
example, they nay climb the SOCial ladder is they are attractive and
rrarry into a higher socio-economic level.
The atove discussion further indicates that overall, first-graders
tend to use physical attractiveness stereotypes oore than their younger
and older peers.

Sane reasons why this stereotyping pattern might
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occur is easily answered when looking at the characteristics of first
grade children.

Socially it appears that first graders are very ego-

centric and concerned al:xmt themselves and how others treat them. First
graders also tend to l:e very anxious for social approvel (Eliason

&

As was discussed earlier attractive persons are con-

Jenkins 1977).

sidered to l:e lTOre socially desirable than unattractive persons (Bar-Tal

& Saxe 1974; Sigall & Landy 1973).

Therefore, these six year old child-

ren would prefer to play lIith lTOre attractive children because of their
desirability.

Errotionally, first graders are very critical of each

other (Eliason

&

Jenkins 1977) .

Therefore, unattractive persons, whether

they are facially unattractive, endorrorphic , or handicapped are less
liklely to l:e preferred as playmates.
Fruther the population of the children fran the Hillcrest School
may have lTOre positive attitudes towards the handicapped children l:ecause of the fact that Hillcrest Elementary School has a resource roan
which children with handicaps go to for educational help . Therefore,
the children fran this school are familiar with handicapped children
which to.Quld tend to lessen their anxiety towards handicapped persons.
The proposal which Richardson (1976) suggests, the avoidance pattern,
because of the encounter of sorreone ' whose appearance is not what we
to.Quld expect would l:e altered because of familiarity.
Suggestions for future research should, i f possible , include some
of the following:

1) a ITI.Ich larger population including a variety of

geographic locations , 2) a population which includes all classes of
subjects, 3) replications of the study using a variety of ethnic
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groups; 4) stimuli which would include real pictures and line drawings;
5) an investigation of how rrothers actually transmit stereotypic expectations to their children, and 6) an investigation of the media
which notes strong indicators of stereotypic expectations.
Thus a nwnber of pertinent future research questions need to be
asked.

Those represented here are but a few which may shed rrore know-

ledge abJut stereotypes and how they are transmitted in our society.
Limitations of the Study
Limitations of the study include sore of the following: 1) a small
sample of third and fifth graders; 2) the sample of third and fifth
graders included a greater proportion of girls than boys; 3) the sample
was taken fran only one geographic location; 4) the sample was made up
rrostly of middle class families; 5) the sample was primarily caucasion;
6) the stimuli were line drawings which makes them less realistic;
7) the stimuli were culturally bias relating to appearance, and 8) many
other adjectives would be appropriate to use in the social attribution
rreasure in addition to those used here--smart, good, and rrean.
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Appendix A
Consent Form

UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY· LOGAN. UTAH 84322
COlL.EGE OF FAMILY LIFE

OEPAflTMENT OF
fAMILY AND
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

UMC 29

Dear Parents.
My name is Mandy White Hicken and I am a graduate student in the Family
and Human Development Department at U.S.U. I am a certified Early Childhood
and Elementary School teacher working towards a graduate degree in Child Develo~nt .
As part of my program I am completing a small study that looks at
the chlldren's use of the physkal attractiveness stereotypes. As such. I
would appreciate obtaining pernission for having your child engage in a brief
research exper i ence. If you agree, your child will be presented with a variety
of s ketches of chi 1dren w1 th di ffere nt body-typp.s and faces and your chi 1d
will be asked which children they would prefer playing with. Next, I would ask
you r thlld which characteristics he or she would relate to the specific drawinqs.
1 would also appreciate your cooperation in makinq arrangements for a 5·10
minute in terview where in , you are asked to provide your expectations of your
chi 1d's performance.
The tests are in no way deceptive and they include no risks . You or your
child are free to withdraw at any time .
If you !gfee to have your child participate in this experience and you
are willing to participate. please sign this consent fonn and return to your
child's teacher. We are in need of both parents cooperation on this project.
We '01111 need approximatel y 5 minutes of interview time with both mother and
father.
Please indicate if you agree to participate as a parent. by siqnatures
on the consent form and pro vide us with your current phone number for makinrJ
arrangements for the brief inte rview .
Would you like to participate?

CJ

yes

0

no.

Would you 1 ike to be se nt the results of the study?

0

Signatures:
~ather

(Step-parent)

Mother (Step-parent )

Phone Number

TDpd\~ lAM )l\tlod'!.
Researcher, Mandy White Hicken

.ves

o

"0
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Appendix B

Sketches of Children

LITAH STA 11. UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF FAMfl Y & HUMAN DEVELOPIEN'I
UMC 29
LOGA.N. UTA.H 84322
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Appendix C
Standard Protocol
Data collectors will l::e instructed to l::e warm and friendly.

They

will l::egin by introducing themselves and by explaining what they are
doing .

They will ask warm-up questions such as :

etc. of the subjects.

narre, age, hobbies,

When they have the subject's full a t tention

standardized questioning will l::egin.
The coll ector will place contrasting pictures of unattractive and
attractive children in front of the subject.

The collector will say

"Both of these children have said they MJUld l ike to play with you ,
which · child MJUld you prefer to play with?"
l::e of the sane sex as the subject.

*Note--the pictures will

This questioning style will con-

tinue while using the contrasting pictures of body-type and handicaps .
For the second neasure , all six pictures will l::e placed in front
of the subject one pair at a tine and the subject will l::e asked to
select the picture which he/she thinks corresponds most closely to
the adjective .

The collector will say "Which child is the smart child?"

looking at the attractive and unattractive pair .

"Which child is the

good child? " l ooking at the mesanprhic and endCll'Orphic pair. "Which
child is the man child? " looking at the handicapped and nonhandicapped
pair.
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